NEW RANGER

Ready for the
challenge
If you want a job done right, let the new Ford Ranger do it. Offering an
outstanding combination of four-wheel drive capability, impressive power and
traction, partnered with up to 3,500 kg maximum towing capacity*, the new
Ranger is so capable you'll have to remind yourself that you are actually pulling
a fully laden trailer. The new model retains its exceptional wading capability
and is designed to drive through water up to 800 mm deep.

Shown with accessories
Note Always consult Owner's Manual before off-road driving. Follow all laws and drive on designated off-road trails and
recreation areas. Care is required when driving through water and speed levels must be reduced accordingly. When a trailer is
attached, it is important that it has adequate mass to ensure road traction on all wheels.
*Please refer to weights and loads page for more information on towing capacity and payloads.

Model shown is a Regular Cab XL in Diffused Silver metallic body colour (option).
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Take control
The new Ranger Raptor interior offers a powerful fusion of sportiness and
top-level comfort, putting you firmly in control.
The bolstered front sports seats are specially designed for off-road support,
with technical-suede materials for enhanced grip. Exclusive blue stitching and
leather accents feature throughout. Even the perforated leather steering wheel
is specially designed with an on-centre marker and Raptor logo, and is
equipped with racing-style magnesium paddle shifters for manual gear
selection override.
Ranger Raptor also features a new Terrain Management System with six
selectable drive modes that allow you to optimise its performance on a wide
range of terrain and driving conditions.
From now on, you will view every road and every drive from an entirely new
perspective.

Shown with accessories
Model shown is a Ranger Raptor with 10-speed automatic transmission (standard).
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Impressive
towing
capability
When it comes to towing heavy loads, new Ranger really comes into its own.
With a gross payload of over 1 tonne, and up to 3,500 kg towing capability*, you
can take on the big tasks and tow bulky loads◊. Further confidence comes from
Ranger's Trailer Sway ControlØ1) system that is designed to detect ‘snaking’ or
trailer sway and reduce your vehicle’s speed to help make towing more
controlled. The system slows the vehicle down by applying the brakes and
reducing the engine’s torque if needed. (Standard, but activated with optional
Ford trailer tow attachment)

Shown with accessories
*Raptor payload 620 kg, towing capability 2,500 kg.
◊Payload and towing figures are subject to vehicle load and options fitted. Please see weights and loads section for more
information
ØUses sensors.
1)Safety feature.

Model shown is a Double Cab XLT in Blue Lightning metallic body colour (option) with
Chrome Sports Bar (option).
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Thinking
ahead
New Ranger's smart technologies are designed to make your drive easier.
Pre-Collision AssistØ2) with Pedestrian Detection is designed to monitor your
proximity to other vehicles and pedestrians – even in the dark – and can alert
you to a potential collision. If you don't respond to the system's warning
signals, Active BrakingØ2) pre-charges the braking system for enhanced
effectiveness when you brake. If the system determines a collision may occur,
Active Braking is designed to automatically apply the brakes to help reduce the
impact of frontal collisions.

Shown with accessories
Uses sensors.
Driver assistance feature.

Ø

2)
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Model shown is a Double Cab Limited in Copper Red
metallic body colour (option) with Load box bedliner (option).
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Model shown is a Double Cab Wildtrak in Moondust Silver metallic body colour (option) with Load box bedliner (option).

Wherever the road takes
you

Ford Ranger has a long-established reputation as one of the most capable pick-ups. With its four-wheel drive
system with Roll Stability Control and Traction Control - in addition to an electronic locking rear differential* - the
versatile and sure-footed new Ranger is perfect for a tough week at work, followed by an adventurous weekend
off-road †.

10-speed automatic transmission

Electronic shift-on-the-fly

A new 10-speed automatic transmission ensures you are
always in the right gear. (Standard on Raptor and available as
an option on Limited and Wildtrak with either the 170 PS or the
213 PS Ford EcoBlue engine)

Change from two-wheel drive to four-wheel drive - and back
again - at the flick of a switch when you're on the move.

Shown with accessories
*Locking rear differential is standard on Wildtrak and Raptor, optional on XL, XLT and
Limited series.
†Always consult the Owner's Manual before off-road driving. Follow all laws and drive
on designate off-road trails and recreation areas.
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Advanced features to ease your
working day
New Ranger is available with an even greater range of driver assistance features to help make your day easier.
Whether you are working hard or playing hard, you can depend on New Ranger to extend a helping hand.

Shown with accessories

Rear-view camera with Trailer Hitch Assist

Hill Start AssistØ2)

Select reverse and the view to the rear of your Ranger vehicle
is displayed in the Multi-Functional Display screen. Marker
lines overlaid on the camera image indicate where your vehicle
is heading. (Standard on Limited and above)

Designed to temporarily prevent you from rolling down a slope
when you move your foot from the brake pedal to the
accelerator pedal. It works in forward and reverse gears, and
can be used when towing and pulling loads. (Standard)

Uses sensors.
Driver assistance feature.

Ø

2)

Model shown is a Double Cab XLT in Moondust Silver metallic body colour (option) with Chrome sports bar (option).
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Effortless connectivity

Shown with accessories

For the first time ever, you and your Ford can stay seamlessly connected wherever you are. That's because the FordPass
Connect modem and the FordPass App, together unlock a range of features designed to make every journey easier.

FordPass Connect* can help save you both time and hassle, as well as give you
peace of mind.
Live Traffic** delivers regular traffic information directly to your SYNC 3
Navigation system. The technology then adjusts your recommended route based
on the traffic conditions, helping you to arrive more relaxed and on time
On-board Wi-Fi*** - receive up to 4G Wi-Fi for a maximum of ten devices so you
and your passengers can enjoy the same connectivity on the move as you would
at home
All other FordPass Connect features are complimentary for 2 years following
registration, thereafter a subscription is required.

FordPass App when paired with your smartphone it makes FordPass Connect even
more powerful, allowing you to access a host of features.
Use your phone to double-check your vehicle is locked, or allow someone to
access your vehicle when you're elsewhere
Monitor your fuel level, mileage and tyre pressures, all via your phone
Find your way back to your parked vehicle on a map
Receive over 150 Vehicle Health Alerts directly to your smartphone

Meet your phone's new best friend
Ford SYNC 3

Ford SYNC 3 integrates seamlessly with your compatible smartphone, letting you control everything from phone calls and text messaging to music and satellite navigation - all
via the 8" touchscreen or through remarkably simple voice commands. Map updates help to keep you on track and on time, and are complimentary for a limited period
following vehicle registration.

SYNC 3 features
Manage your phone, music, apps and navigation with simple voice commands
Hear your text messages read aloud for you
Emergency Assistance† helps occupants place an emergency call to provide
emergency services with the vehicle location in their respective language
Control SYNC-compatible apps with AppLink, while Apple CarPlay and Android
Auto let you navigate your smartphone through the SYNC 3 home screen, as if it
were your handset
Colour touchscreen supports multi-touch ‘swipe’ and ‘pinch-to-zoom’ gestures, and
lets you arrange application icons and background displays just as you would on
your tablet or smartphone

Access additional features via your smartphone with the FordPass App.
Select points of interest along your route. FordPass will send these locations to your
SYNC 3 Navigation when you connect through AppLink
Search for refuelling points by brand or fuel grade, and compare pricing
Search available parking spaces, check costs, opening hours and ratings

*FordPass Connect is a standard feature on Limited, Wildtrak and Ranger Raptor, and an optional extra on XLT. The on-board modem will be connected at the time of vehicle delivery. You may choose to opt in/out of certain data sharing.
**Live Traffic access is complimentary for the first 2 years following the purchase of a new Ford featuring SYNC 3 with navigation, thereafter a license fee is payable.
***

Please note: Full SYNC 3 smartphone integration only available with iPhone 5/Android 5.0 (Lollipop) or higher. Some SYNC 3 functions require a data connection, so mobile data charges will apply.
†
Ford Emergency Assistance is an innovative SYNC feature that uses a Bluetooth®-paired and connected mobile phone to help vehicle occupants initiate a call to the local Communications Centre, following a vehicle crash event involving an airbag deployment or fuel pump shut off.
The feature operates in more than 40 European countries and regions.
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Remarkable Technologies
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Shown with accessories

Adaptive Cruise Control

Ford Power starter button

Traffic Sign Recognition

Parking distance sensors

Active Park Assist

Lane-Keeping System

Power converter

Set your desired speed and Adaptive
Cruise Control can maintain a pre-set
distance from the vehicle in front. If the
sensors detect traffic slowing ahead,
your vehicle is designed to
automatically slow down. When traffic
ahead is cleared, your vehicle will return
back to your pre-set cruising speed.
(Available on Limited and Wildtrak)

The Ford KeyFree System allows you to
lock and unlock the doors and tailgate,
and start the engine without having to
get the keys out of your pocket or bag.
The passive sensor inside the car can
detect you approaching from a
1.2-metre radius. (Standard on Limited,
Wildtrak and Raptor)

Designed to automatically read
standard format road-speed signs and
display the last posted speed limit in
the driver's instrument cluster.
(Standard)

Front and rear parking distance sensors
are designed to assist you when parking
with an audible warning. Activated at
speeds below 5 mph, sensors at the
front and rear of the vehicle detect
obstacles and provide an audible
warning when the vehicle nears an
obstruction. (Standard on Limited and
Wildtrak)

Helps you park into parallel parking
spaces. Once activated, it automatically
steers you in while you operate the
pedals. And it can even steer you out of
a parallel parking space. (Option on
Limited and Wildtrak)

Lane-Keeping System (Lane-Keeping
Alert and Lane-Keeping Aid) uses a
forward-looking camera to detect if
you're unintentionally drifting out of
lane. Lane-Keeping Alert then warns
you by vibrating the steering wheel and
displaying a visual warning. If you're
slow to react or don't respond, LaneKeeping Aid can provide steering torque
assistance to help guide you back into
your lane. (Standard)

Clever additional touches also provide
useful support to your business, such as
a 230-volt power socket - invaluable
when you need to charge a media
device or work tool on the road.

Dual-zone Electronic
Automatic Temperature
Control (DEATC) air
conditioning
Ranger's DEATC air conditioning system
can be adjusted separately for the driver
and front passenger, with up to 4°C
variation from side to side. (Standard
on Limited, Wildtrak and Raptor, option
on XLT)
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XLT

Shown with accessories

Key exterior features,
additional to XL
16" alloy wheels
Chrome-finish door mirror caps and door
handles
Chrome-finish grille
Chrome rear under-run bar
Plastic moulded side steps
Front fog lights
Loadbox bedliner with 12 V socket
Power tailgate lock
Power-operated, heated and foldable door
mirrors
Automatic headlights and rain-sensing
wipers

Key interior features,
additional to XL
Radio/CD/DAB with 4.2" TFT screen,
Bluetooth® and USB connectivity, SYNC
with voice control, AppLink and Emergency
Assistance*
Leather-trimmed steering wheel with
remote audio controls
Auto-dimming rear-view mirror
Overhead console
Illuminated vanity mirror sun visors

Bodystyles
Super Cab 4x4
Double Cab 4x4

Engines
Diesel
2.0L EcoBlue TDCi 170 PS (125 kW)

Transmissions
6-speed manual

Note The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are owned by the
Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Ford Motor
Company Limited and its associated companies is under
licence. Other trademarks and trade names are those of their
respective owners.
*Ford Emergency Assistance is an innovative SYNC feature that
uses a Bluetooth®-paired and connected mobile phone to help
vehicle occupants initiate a call to the local Communications
Centre, following a vehicle crash event involving an airbag
deployment or fuel pump shut off. The feature operates in more
than 40 European countries and regions.
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Mountain Top Industries® roller shutter

Electronic shift-on-the-fly

Lockable aluminium roller shutter helps
protect your tools or your load. (Optional)

Change from two-wheel drive to four-wheel
drive – and back again – at the flick of a
switch when you’re on the move.

Model shown is a Double Cab XLT in Sea Grey metallic body colour (option).
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